Engineer Industrial Engineering

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

354919

In your new role you will:

Start date:

as soon as possible

Act as the Equipment UPH where you need to do time measurement by
equipment by package/by device, to establish the standard times (UPH).

Entry level: 0-1 year
Type:

Full time

Need to do direct and continuous observation of a task , measures the time
required to perform a given task.

Contract:

Permanent

Act as the Headcount MMO where you need to implement method study for
manning ratio and logistic improvement, to develop/apply more effective
methods, shop floor observation for current practice, perform work studies to
determine standard.

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search.
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code
with your smartphone:

Observe the F1 material consumption standard , to update and determine usage
factor for new devices.
Take part in various projects within segment, cross segment and within IFX and
attend weekly t-con updates / alignment with FI / BE IE.
Take care the new package reconfirmation request from Finance (planned UPH,
F1 time and material usage factor).
Conduct TCR data validation/preparation : UPH, Lot size, RPT, F1 time, F1
material & Energy consumption.
Update / review / maintain of IE database (iBID, iTFM).

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Bachelor in Industrial Engineering or any relevant field.
Minimum 1-3 years of experience in industrial engineering.
Knowledge in data maintenance, project management.
Good interpersonal and communication skill .

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
Infineon Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, with its 8.000 employees, is the largest

Job ID:

354919

www.infineon.com/jobs

Infineon Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, with its 8.000 employees, is the largest
manufacturing site of Infineon. The company has established itself as a leading
manufacturing site for Power Semiconductors, Logic Semiconductors, Discrete and
Sensor Products. We are committed to increasing productivity, on-time delivery and
providing customized solutions while maintaining the highest level of product quality.
The success of Infineon Melaka is evidenced by eleven National Awards received from
the Prime Minister’s Office as well as 15 corporate awards.

